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Reminders
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q HW1 is out
q For bag-of-words models, please use sparse matrix and vectors
q The memory consumpOon should be O(|C|), where |C| is kind of the total # 

of tokens in the input corpus. It should be independent to the size of vocab.
q Will provide some accuracy ranges
q Keep in mind that the numbers are NOT the most important part
q We value a lot for your analysis and the open-ended answers

q Project Proposal
q Start early!



Outline
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q Traditional Distributional Representation

q Word2vec and CBOW

q GloVe and Matrix View

q Applying Word Embedding

q Multi-Sense



A typical text mining pipeline… (Recap)
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q Preprocessing
q Try to make texts “beYer formaYed” 
q E.g., tokenizaOon
q There are no spaces in some languages
q It is more complicated than string.split(), even for English

q RepresentaOon
q Make the text data machine-acOonable

q Model Training
q Specifically for the end-task

Preprocessing Representa.on Model Training



Text Representation (Recap)
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q Input
q A document 𝑑 = (𝑤!, 𝑤", … , 𝑤#)

q Output
q A vector representation 𝒙𝒅

q We wish to preserve the semantics as much as possible



Word Embedding Idea
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q Goal: Looking for a latent space, which preserves the semantics as much as 
possible

h"ps://medium.com/@aakashchotrani/visualizing-your-own-word-embeddings-using-tensorflow-688b3a7750ee

https://medium.com/@aakashchotrani/visualizing-your-own-word-embeddings-using-tensorflow-688b3a7750ee


What is tezgüino?
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q There is some tezgüino.
q A jar of tezgüino is on the table.
q You need a lot of tezgüino to get your land cleared.
q Everybody likes tezgüino.
q I’ll have a drink of tezgüino.
q Tezgüino makes you drunk.
q We make tezgüino out of corn, but we do not disOll it.

q From these seven contexts, one can determine that “tezgüino” is a kind of beer. 
(Lin, 1998, Nida, 1975)



Distributional Hypothesis
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q John Firth, 1957: “You shall know a word by the company it keeps”

q Words which oien have the same context words tend to be similar in semanOcs

q Example:
q “dog” vs. “cat”
q “coffee” vs. “tea”
q …



Distributional Similarity
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q A word w will be represented as a vector 𝒘 ∈ 𝑅%

q DistribuOonal similariOes use the set of contexts in which words appear to 
measure their similarity

q The similarity between u and v can be decided by that between 𝒖 and 𝒗
q Cosine similarity is a common pracOce



How to define “context”?
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q Contexts could be
q The document it has appeared
q TF-IDF vectors could be a special case of this distributional representations

q Each document as a context
q 𝑑 = # of documents
q The weights are decided by TF-IDF

q Nearby words
q …



How to define “nearby”/“co-occurrence”?
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q Within the same sliding window
q E.g., window size = 5 (i.e., ±2)

q Within the same sentence
q By grammatical relations

q E.g., u is a modifier of v

This is an example of the sliding window

This is an example of the sliding window



Measure “co-occurrence” strength
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q Word w, Context word c

q PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information) is a popular choice

𝑃𝑀𝐼 𝑤, 𝑐 = log
𝑝(𝑤, 𝑐)
𝑝 𝑤 𝑝(𝑐)

q How many tokens does the corpus contain? Denote as N
q How often does w occur? Denote as f(w)
q How often does w occur with c in its contexts? Denote as f(w, c)
q How many tokens have c in their contexts? Denote as f(c)

q 𝑝 𝑤, 𝑐 = 𝑝 𝑤 = 𝑝 𝑐 =

(Lin, 1998)



PMI vs. Frequencies
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Frequency PMI
“drink” vs. “bunch beer” 2 12.34

“drink” vs. “tea” 2 11.75
“drink” vs. “liquid” 2 10.53

“drink” vs. “champagne” 4 11.75
“drink” vs. “anything” 3 5.15

“drink” vs. “it” 3 1.25

(Lin, 1998)

q “Co-occurrence” is defined by “object of” relations



Outline
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q Traditional Distributional Representation

q Word2vec and CBOW

q GloVe and Matrix View

q Applying Word Embedding

q Multi-Sense



Two Ways to Interpret the Hypothesis
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q TranslaOon 1: Given context words, can we predict the missing word?
q ConOnuous Bag of Words (CBOW)
q P(w | c1, c2, …, cm)

q TranslaOon 2: Given the word, can we predict its contexts?
q Skip-Gram
q P(c | w)



Negative Sampling: 𝑃!(𝑤)
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q Given a word and its context words, there are too many negative instances that 
can be used for training

q Negative sampling:
q For each <w, c> pair, we sample k negative instances during the optimization

q k is a hyper-parameter
q 3 to 10 are all reasonable choices

q How to sample a negative word?
q A magic number ¾
q ∝ 𝑓 𝑤 &/(



Objective – Skip-Gram
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q 𝒖𝒘: the word embedding of the word w
q 𝒗𝒄: the word embedding of the context word c
q 𝜎() is the sigmoid funcOon

q For each sliding window, maximize the log-likelihood

log 𝜎 𝒖+, 𝒗𝒄 + <
-~/!(+)

log 𝜎(−𝒖𝒋𝑻𝒗𝒄)

q The overall objecOve will be the sum over all sliding windows



CBOW vs. Skip-Gram
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q Common
q Optimize for local context windows  à Low memory consumption
q Running time proportional to the input corpus size

q Difference
q Skip-Gram: works well with a small amount of the training data, represents 

well even rare words or phrases.
q CBOW: several times faster to train than the skip-gram, slightly better 

accuracy for the frequent words.



Implementation Tricks
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q Context window size
q Skip-Gram: ~10
q CBOW: ~5

q NegaOve Sampling
q k = 3 to 10, depends on the window size too

q # of dimensions
q 100~300

q Subsample frequent words à Faster, more accurate



Interesting properties of the word vectors
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q Word vectors capture many linguistic regularities
q Famous example

q vector('king') - vector('man') + vector('woman') is close to vector('queen’)

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/embeddings/translating-to-a-lower-dimensional-space

https://developers.google.com/machine-learning/crash-course/embeddings/translating-to-a-lower-dimensional-space


Outline
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q Traditional Distributional Representation

q Word2vec and CBOW

q GloVe and Matrix View

q Applying Word Embedding

q Multi-Sense



GloVe: Another type of word2vec method
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q Construct a global word-word “co-occurrence” matrix
q Only focus on nonzero elements
q For the entire vocabulary

q Minimize the reconstruction loss 
1
2
<
+,5

𝑔 𝑓 𝑤, 𝑐 𝒖𝒘𝑻𝒗𝒄 − log 𝑓 𝑤, 𝑐 "

q g() is a weight function

q This is in fact a weighted matrix factorization



GloVe vs. word2vec
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q Efficiency
q Think about the construction of the matrix
q It is one-time
q But this one-time cost could be expensive

q Pros: Efficient for large corpora
q Cons: Relatively slow for small or medium corpora

q Effectiveness
q It is a kind of aggregated word2vec/CBOW
q word2vec mainly focuses on local sliding windows
q GloVe is able to combine global and local features

q More flexible with the values in matrix
q log, PMI variants, … (many tricks can be played!



Outline
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q TradiEonal DistribuEonal RepresentaEon

q Word2vec and CBOW

q GloVe and Matrix View

q Applying Word Embedding

q MulE-Sense



Popular Pre-trained Word Embedding
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q GoogleNews-vectors-negative300.bin.gz
q 300 dimensions
q 3 million words and phrases
q Trained on news articles (~100 billion words!)

q Glove 6B 
q Many dimension choices (e.g., 100)
q 400K vocab (uncased)
q Trained on Wikipedia 2014 + Gigaword 5 (6B tokens)

https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/


Train Your Own Embedding
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q For domain specific applicaOons, embedding trained in the same domain will be 
very helpful

q Python package
q gensim
q fasYext
q …

q What you need is just a large enough raw corpus

q You can iniOalize the vectors by some pre-trained ones

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/auto_examples/index.html
https://fasttext.cc/


Word Embedding for End-Tasks
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q Sentiment analysis as an example

q In the past…
q TF-IDF vector for a sentence/document

q Now…
q Average word embedding for a sentence/document
q Variant:
q IDF weighted average

q Make it a part of your model! à Update it based on end task
q E.g., back-propagate the gradients to the embedding layer



Outline
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q TradiEonal DistribuEonal RepresentaEon

q Word2vec and CBOW

q GloVe and Matrix View

q Applying Word Embedding

q MulE-Sense



What’s the Drawback?
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q It is context-agnostic
q The same word, even with different meanings, always has the same

embedding
q Example from Wiki:
q “The club I tried yesterday was great!”
q This club could be:

q club sandwich
q baseball club
q clubhouse
q golf club
q …



Multi-sense Word Embedding
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q Multi-Sense Skip-Gram (MSSG)
q Word-sense discrimination + embedding
q Con: It assumes a specific number of senses for each word

q Non-Parametric Multi-Sense Skip-Gram (NP-MSSG)
q Estimate the number of senses using non-parametric methods

q Most Suitable Sense Annotation (MSSA)
q Utilizes prior knowledge of lexical databases
q E.g., WordNet, ConceptNet, BabelNet



Does Multi-sense Always Help?
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q According to (Li and Dan, 2015)
q Multi-sense embedding helps in
q part-of-speech tagging
q semantic relation identification
q semantic relatedness

q However, not beneficial to
q named entity recognition
q sentiment analysis



Summary, Q&A
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q TradiEonal DistribuEonal RepresentaEon

q Word2vec and CBOW

q GloVe and Matrix View

q Applying Word Embedding

q MulE-Sense
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